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9 A B S T R A C T10
11

This contribution presents a novel approach for the calibration of distributed parameters in a 2D12

urban flood hydraulic model. It focuses on the challenging issue of inferring distributed friction13

parameters from multi-source heterogeneous spatio-temporal observations of their hydraulic14

signatures in the context of an urban flash flood in a complex street network. A variational data15

assimilation algorithm is used to infer high-dimensional multi-variate parameters (spatialized16

friction and inflow discharge time series) using multi-source observations. This method relies17

on a differentiable 2D shallow water hydraulic model which enables to generate high-resolution18

sensitivity maps of local gradients and Derivative-based Global Sensitivity Measures (DGSM),19

enabling to guide adequate definition of parameter spatialization for the data assimilation20

process. Assimilated data include real local limnigraphic measurements and high-water marks21

collected after a major flood event, as well as modeled flow velocity used in twin experiments22

setups. This study is the first to leverage high-water marks with a variational method for the23

calibration of distributed parameters in an urban flood model. The multi-source data is used to24

infer inflow hydrographs and distributed friction parameters in setups of varying complexity.25

In the main setup, the complex structure of the street network, along with the sensitivity maps26

and hydraulics expertise led to define a model configuration with 45 friction patches. A high-27

dimensional parameter vector composed of these friction values and an upstream inflow is28

inferred simultaneously by assimilating real limnigraphic data and high-water marks. This leads29

to an increase in model fit to observations and satisfying parameter estimates.30

31

1. Introduction32

In the context of global change, the potential increase in frequency and intensity (Masson-Delmotte et al. (2022))33

of extreme rainfall events may lead to an increase in flood occurrences. Urbanization is linked to the sealing of natural34

soils, which may lead to increased flood impacts in densely populated areas (Ogden et al., 2011). Furthermore, the35

multiplicity of flow paths with complex geometries in urban areas makes the study of urban floods at High Resolution36

(HR) a challenge and a necessity Bulti and Abebe (2020). Understanding urban flows and improving our capability to37

predict urban floods is a key issue for the protection of populations, and prediction tools should rely on HR hydraulic38

models able to accurately model complex flows and to leverage heterogeneous data sources (Mignot and Dewals39

(2022)).40

The hydrodynamic phenomena at play in urban floods are potentially rapidly varied in space and time. The41

interaction of relatively energetic flows with street networks and local geometries can trigger complex flood flows,42
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which makes the modeling of urban floods particularly challenging. Local geometries can refer to culverts, street43

intersections, obstacles such as cars or urban furniture which can all generate losses of mechanical flow energy. Urban44

flood flows can be highly non-linear and model response can be sensitive to local controls, as studied through friction45

sensitivity analysis in urban hydraulic models of urban floods in Chen et al. (2018) and through detailed hydraulic46

signatures analysis of an experimental street network dataset in (Finaud-Guyot et al., 2018, 2019). This sensitivity is47

not easily measurable or localizable on real cases (Mignot and Dewals, 2022). Modeling the influence of fine-scale48

topography and complex geometries on flood flows can be performed with a 2D hydraulic modeling approach (see49

e.g. model validations in (Arrault et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2018; Dellinger et al., in prep.) using experimental data50

from (Finaud-Guyot et al., 2018, 2019), see also references in review of Mignot and Dewals (2022)). Still, building51

and better constraining such models from heterogeneous data remains a challenge.52

Indeed, building HR urban flood models requires HR data to describe fine spatial variations of topography and53

hydraulic structures, as well as estimations of hydrological inflows and real flow data to estimate the unobservable54

hydraulic friction which models flow momentum dissipation and is also often used to compensate modeling errors. A55

key challenge that pertains to flow observation availability stems from the multi-scale aspect of flow variability and the56

difficulty of adequately observing it, in part because of the localized, sudden and violent nature of most floods. Indeed,57

observations of the local impacts of complex geometries on flow is difficult to acquire, while observations of the larger58

scale impacts of friction effects may be more readily available. Therefore, it becomes necessary to adopt modeling59

approaches of appropriate complexity that are capable of leveraging any available data, which requires methods for the60

assimilation of heterogeneous, uncertain distributed observations of flow signals.61

A growing wealth of information provided by multi-sensors measurements is exploitable to build and to better62

constrain HR hydraulic models, as explored in recent works. To build a model, accurate topography – vital to HR63

modeling – can be derived from remote-sensed data like HR LiDAR for urban models, see e.g. Haile and Rientjes64

(2005). Soil occupation and building locations can be estimated from satellite imagery, see e.g. (Zhang et al., 2007;65

Salvati et al., 2016; Li et al., 2019), although fine-scale variations remain difficult to identify. Finally, complex urban66

geometries information can be derived from very HR aerial imagery, e.g. manhole cover locations in (Commandre67

et al., 2017; Mattheuwsen and Vergauwen, 2020). To calibrate the resulting models, spatially sparse flow observations68

(e.g. water depth time series from limnigraphs) can be combined with high-water marks (HWM), which are typically69

either collected shortly after the flood or derived from pictures shared by local authorities and inhabitants. HWM70

are generally more dense in space and can provide a useful complement to observations at static locations, thanks to71

information on the spatial distribution of the water levels they carry. Indeed, the hydraulic model calibration issue is72

difficult to tackle and multi-source distributed measurements are valuable.73
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The benefits of participative methods for data collection have already been identified by flood alert networks74

(Douvinet et al., 2017) and HWM are sometimes used for validation e.g. in Hocini et al. (2021), for large rural-urban75

floodplains modeled at relatively high resolution in steady state, and in Neal et al. (2009), for simplified urban flood76

models. In Nguyen et al. (2022), satellite-based observations of water extents are used to calibrate 13 parameters77

including longitudinally distributed friction in the minor bed of the Garonne river modeled with the full 2D SW model78

Telemac2D (Galland et al., 1991). Validation is carried out against HWM and independent satellite data. A relatively79

low spatialization of friction into 6 patches is defined and their estimation, which is a low dimensional inverse problem,80

is tackled using with an EnKF-based approach. For relatively fast fluvial flood dynamics, satellite data may not be81

available due to satellite sampling and water extent data may contain significant uncertainty preventing fine hydraulic82

calibration. HWM were used in recent works for hydraulic model calibration in Dasgupta et al. (2022) who use crowd-83

sourced, heterogeneously distributed HWM of a relatively fast fluvial flood for friction calibration with a sequential84

algorithm in the non-inertial hydraulic model LISFLOOD-FP (Bates et al., 2013). In urban environments, HWM are85

especially difficult to compare to model outputs for validation or calibration purposes due to locally complex dynamics.86

To tackle this issue, Smith et al. (2021) proposes a framework to compare HWM to water depths from hyper-resolution87

hydrological models for fluvial-urban floods, with ADHydro (Ogden et al., 2015) and WRF-Hydro (Gochis et al., 2018)88

and mesh elements in the tens of meters. Nevertheless, the calibration of spatially distributed parameters in a full 2D89

Shallow Water (SW) hydraulic model, enabled by sufficient amount of spatially distributed HWMs and water level90

time series compared to flow variabilities, remains a difficult calibration problem that requires advanced optimization91

approaches.92

Calibrating spatially distributed effective friction, that is using friction effects for momentum dissipation to93

compensate uncertainties of 2D SW modeling of complex urban flood flows, remains difficult due to the high potential94

for spatial and structural equifinality when searching for such a parameter using sparse and uncertain observations of95

complex signals. Since flow observations are generally sparse compared to the physical scales of interest, addressing96

this challenging issue generally leads to solving difficult ill-posed inverse problems. The spatialization of friction of97

a 2D hydraulic model has to be adjusted depending on the physical complexity of the real flow and on modeling98

errors, but also on the availability and quality of calibration data, to enable sufficient freedom in model response for99

approaching the data. Furthermore, this issue becomes even more challenging to address when other unknown or100

uncertain quantities, such as temporal forcings at boundaries, must be estimated as well.101

Such difficult inverse problems, aiming the estimation of large parameters of different nature, can be adequately102

solved using Variational Data Assimilation (VDA) methods applied to hydraulic modeling which have proven their103

capability to infer high-dimensional parameter vectors of such a linear dynamic flow model. Examples of VDA104

applications to SW models are (Hostache et al., 2010; Monnier et al., 2016) on 2D rural floodplain flows, Pujol et al.105
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(2020) on large 1D model with multiple inflows, and Pujol et al. (2022) on multi-D floodplain and river network106

model. Pujol et al. (2022) in particular exploits the informative richness of heterogeneous and uncertain observation107

sets. In those studies, VDA approaches, based on differentiable hydraulic models, enable to tackle high-dimensional108

inverse problems associated with increasing friction spatialization. As of yet, no VDA framework was studied for109

the specific needs of urban floods, i.e. for the optimization of high-dimensional spatio-temporal parameter vectors110

(uncertain friction and inflows for instance) in 2D hydraulic models with complex street networks, especially using111

HWMs.112

The sparsity of flow observations also encourages the leveraging of multi-source observations, which may be crucial113

for putting hydraulic models in coherence with our best, yet still incomplete, observation of reality. This requires the use114

of adequate observation operators, to allow a pertinent comparison of observed data to model states (e.g. as discussed115

for hydrological models in Smith et al. (2021), for 1D modeling in Pujol et al. (2020) or for 2D hydraulic modeling116

in (Hostache et al., 2010; Monnier et al., 2016; Pujol et al., 2022)). It also requires sufficient model controllability,117

i.e. the ability to provide sufficient flexibility to the model response through freedom granted to its tunable parameters118

to match multi-source distributed observations of rapidly varied hydraulic signals. Therefore, a 2D hydraulic model119

with VDA capabilities (e.g. DassFlow2D with automatic adjoint derivation Monnier et al. (2016)) is well suited for120

tackling the simultaneous estimation of large and multi-variate spatio-temporal parameters, such as spatially distributed121

parameters, e.g. friction, and spatially distributed inflow time series. Furthermore, this property of the VDA method122

is especially pertinent for urban model calibration, where potentially sharp spatial variations of model parameters123

may be responsible for important flow variabilities. This creates a specific need in urban models for the inference of124

high-dimensional spatial parameter fields.at are expected to be partial, heterogeneous and uncertain.125

Simultaneously inferring parameters that have correlated influence on model response and observable signatures,126

however, leads to equifinality issues (Larnier et al., 2021; Pujol et al., 2020). We can distinguish between structural127

and spatial equifinality. Structural (resp. spatial) equifinality arises when two distinct parameters (resp. different spatial128

patterns of a given parameter) can lead to similar observed (not fully) model responses within a range of meaningful129

model parameterizations. Structural equifinality is expected, for example, when simultaneously estimating bathymetry130

and friction parameters embedded in a friction term from water level observations (Garambois and Monnier, 2015;131

Larnier et al., 2021). Spatial equifinality corresponds, for example, to a case of two friction parameters fields leading132

to similar model fit of model response to the available information, e.g. in 1D (Garambois et al., 2020; Pujol et al.,133

2020) and 2D Fabio et al. (2010) models. Equifinality is a key issue to address for urban flood model optimization,134

but regularization strategies and constraints are required to enable meaningful estimation of the sought parameters.135

The use of friction patches (Hostache et al., 2010; Monnier et al., 2016), consisting in spatial clustering of friction136

parameters to provide a constraint in the forward model, enables to adjust model flexibility and controllability. Using137
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gradient-based sensitivity maps obtained with an adjoint of a 2D hydraulic model Monnier et al. (2016) to compute138

Derivative-Based Sensitivity Measures (DGSM, Sobol’ and Kucherenko (2009)) to guide the spatialization of model139

parameters has seldom been done and is studied here.140

This study presents the application of a VDA framework (DassFlow2D, Monnier et al. (2016)) for the inference of141

multivariate spatio-temporal and potentially large parameter vectors by assimilation of multi-source and heterogeneous142

observations into a 2D full SW model, tested here on a complex urban flash flood case. It focuses on the inference of a143

boundary inflow hydrograph and spatially distributed friction coefficients performed by assimilation of heterogeneous144

water depth observations, including HWM and water level time series, and of flow velocity observations. Furthermore,145

it applies a gradient-based method for the generation of HR sensitivity maps, based on (Sobol’ and Kucherenko, 2009;146

Lamboni et al., 2013). Therefore, the contribution of the study is a demonstration of the potential of a VDA algorithm147

and gradient-based sensitivity analysis to develop an understanding of the fine structure of spatialized parametric148

sensitivities and the associated useful power for diagnostic and for recovering complex hydraulic parameters. Particular149

attention is paid to definition of model degrees of freedom through the definition of friction spatialization, hence of150

the parameters sought by VDA.151

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the hydraulic model, the VDA algorithm and the method for152

gradient-based sensitivity analysis are presented. In Section 3, the study area, the data for the considered flooding153

event and the model building approach are detailed. In Section 4, a series of gradient-based analyses and inference154

results are discussed, including the simultaneous calibration of distributed friction patches and inflow hydrograph.155

The study is concluded in Section 5.156

2. Numerical tools and models157

This work uses an accurate 2D SW solver implemented in the DassFlow2D1 hydraulic-hydrological modeling and158

data assimilation platform. It consists of a Fortran kernel interfaced with Python. A numerical adjoint model, obtained159

by source to source differentiation of the Fortran core performed with TAPENADE engine (Hascoet and Pascual, 2013),160

enables access to gradient-based methods for sensitivity analysis and parameter inference. The code is open-source and161

available through GitHub2.162

2.1. 2D hydraulic model163

We consider a 2D spatial domain Ω ⊂ ℝ2 over which the numerical solver is applied and denote by 𝑡 ∈ ]0, 𝑇 ]164

the physical time. 𝑇 is the simulation time period length. The 2D SW equations in their conservative form write as165

follows:166

1https://www.math.univ-toulouse.fr/DassFlow/index.html
2https://github.com/DassHydro/dassflow2d
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with the water depth ℎ [m] and the depth-averaged velocity 𝐯 = (𝑢, 𝑣) 𝑇
[

m∕s
] being the flow state variables. The167

flow model parameters are the gravity magnitude 𝑔 [m∕s2
], the bed elevation 𝑏 [m], and the Manning-Strickler friction168

coefficient 𝑛 [

s∕m1∕3]. 𝐅 (𝐔) is the flux of the variable 𝐔, 𝐒𝑔 (𝐔) is the gravitational source term, 𝐒𝑓 (𝐔) is the mass169

and friction source term. Adapted initial and boundary conditions are chosen (see (Monnier et al., 2016; DassFlow,170

2019)), namely imposed mass flux at upstream boundary and imposed water depth at downstream boundary.171

A well-balanced Godunov finite volume scheme (Godunov and Bohachevsky, 1959) is used to solve Eq.(1). Either172

a classical first-order scheme with explicit Euler time stepping or a globally second-order Implicit-Explicit (IMEX)173

scheme with Runge-Kutta time stepping can be used along with a Harten-Lax-van Leer-Contact (HLLC) Riemann174

solver. This solver is an improvement on the Harten-Lax-van Leer-Contact (HLL) method with a three-wave velocity175

model for calculating flows (see Toro (2013) for more details).176

2.2. Cost function for multi-source DA177

Data assimilation aims to optimally combine model and data. It consists in minimizing the discrepancy between178

model and observations that is measured through a cost function. Let us define a set of heterogeneous observations 𝑌 ∗
179

and an observation operator  that converts any component of 𝑌 ∗ into hydraulic model states variables projected into180

observation space 𝑌 ∈ Ω. ∗ denotes given values. Let us define 𝜽 a control vector of model parameters. It can contain181

any number of model parameters, including distributed friction and inflow time series as done in this work.182

The objective function 𝐽 is defined as the sum of two terms:

𝐽 (𝜽) = 𝐽obs(𝜽) + 𝛼𝐽reg(𝜽) (2)
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where 𝐽obs stands for the observation cost function measuring the discrepancy between model and flow observations,183

and 𝐽reg is a regularization term weighted by a coefficient 𝛼.184

The general form of the observation cost function writes:

𝐽obs(𝜽) =
‖

‖

‖

𝑌 (𝜽, 𝑡) −
(

𝑌 ∗ (𝑡)
)

‖

‖

‖

2

𝑌
(3)

where 𝑌 is a covariance matrix defining an euclidean weighted norm such that ‖𝑧‖2𝑌
= 𝑧𝑇𝑌 𝑧, with 𝑧 a real valued185

vector.186

Note that the cost function enables to account for multi-source observations and depends on the sought parameters187

𝜽 through the model response 𝑌 .188

In this work, calibration relies on real and synthetic observations of water depth ℎobs (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) and synthetic
observations of flow velocity 𝐯obs(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) that are directly comparable to model states through ℎ (𝜽, 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) and
𝐯 (𝜽, 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡). For real HWM observations, peak time 𝑡𝑝 is unknown and must be estimated. Hence the general cost
function considered hereafter writes as:

𝐽obs (𝜽) = 𝑎 ‖
‖
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2
ℎ

+ 𝑏 ‖‖
‖

ℎ
(
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)

− ℎobs
(
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‖

‖

‖

2

ℎ𝑝
+ 𝑐 ‖

‖

𝐯 (𝜽, 𝑡) − 𝐯obs (𝑡)‖‖
2
𝐯

(4)

where 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 are weighting coefficients. The three terms account successively for:189

1. the model misfit to water level time series at one or several gauges within the spatial domain, over part or the190

whole simulation duration, hence a sum in space and time.191

2. the model misfit to high water marks at max flooding time 𝑡𝑝, that has to be estimated if not known.192

3. the model misfit to surface velocity observations - in this work we use observations of depth-averaged velocities,193

hence no observation operator needed.194

The purpose of Eq.4 is to provide a single formula for the different cost functions simply used with equal and/or195

null weights in what follows. Moreover, in the absence of information on measurement errors, the covariance matrices196

of the observation error ℎ, ℎ𝑝 and 𝐯 are simply set to the identity matrix.197

2.3. Data assimilation problem198

The data assimilation problem consists in minimizing the discrepancy between observations and model by adjusting
its parameters. Considering the above defined cost function (Eq.(2) and Eq.(4)), the estimation of the parameter vector
𝜽 of the 2D SW model (Eq.(1)) gives rise to an optimization problem that writes as follows:

�̂� = argmin
𝜽

𝐽 (𝜽) (5)
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where �̂� denotes the optimum parameter vector. This optimization problem is solved using a first order gradient-based199

algorithm, the classical L-BFGS quasi-Newton algorithm (Zhu et al., 1997). The gradient ∇𝜽𝐽 is computed with the200

help of the adjoint model, obtained by automatic differentiation using Tapenade (Hascoet and Pascual, 2013).201

In this work, as affordable with the considered observations, the full control vector 𝜽 can contain spatially
distributed friction coefficients 𝑛 and inflow hydrographs 𝑄in such that:

𝜽 = (𝑛 (𝑥, 𝑦) , 𝑄 (𝑡))𝑇 , ∀[𝑥, 𝑦] ∈ Ω, 𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝑇 ] (6)

This multi-variate vector of spatio-temporal parameters of the 2D hydraulic model is optimized in order to reduce202

the misfit between simulated flows and heterogeneous observations of complex 2D urban flows. The optimization is203

started from a first guess 𝜽∗ on the sought parameters, ∗ denotes here the prior that is given as the flow observation.204

Note that the inference capability depends on the informative content of observations and of their spatio-205

temporal sampling. The inference is particularly challenging in the case of parameters having correlated influence on206

observations. This is the case, for example, with spatially distributed friction fields, where distinct localised variations207

can trigger indistinguishable flow signatures, depending on the flow conditions; this relates to spatial equifinality. The208

simultaneous estimation of such a spatialized friction parameter and another parameter, such as a time-varying inflow209

hydrograph, makes the inverse problem even more difficult.210

2.4. Gradient-based global sensitivity analysis211

In the context of difficult inverse problems, analysis of the sensitivity of the model response to its parameters can212

provide useful guidance, especially if spatio-temporal sensitivity patterns are available. A strength of our differentiable213

numerical modelling approach is to enable the computation of accurate cost gradients ∇𝜽𝐽 with respect to spatio-214

temporal parameters (see Monnier et al. (2016)).215

When dealing with heterogeneous data and structural and spatial equifinality problems, these local sensitivity maps216

are precious information for determining parameter patches as well as for examining global sensitivities over a plausible217

parameter space.218

The estimation of global variance-based importance measures of model input parameters, called Sobol’ indices219

Sobol’ (2001), can be performed with Derivative-based Global Sensitivity Measures (DGSM) as proposed by Sobol’220

and Kucherenko (2009) (see also Lamboni et al. (2013)).221

First and total order indices write Saltelli et al. (2008) 𝑆𝑖 =
𝑉𝑖
𝑉 and 𝑆𝑇 𝑖 = 1 − 𝑉∼𝑖

𝑉 , where 𝑉𝑖 = 𝑉
(

𝐸
[

𝐽 |𝜃𝑖
]) is the222

variance caused by the input factor 𝜃𝑖, and 𝑉∼𝑖 is the variance of the expectation of 𝐽 conditional on 𝜃∼𝑖, i.e. all the223

variables except 𝜃𝑖.224
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Assuming that 𝐽 (𝜃1, ..., 𝜃𝑁 ) is square integrable over the parameter hypercube 𝑁 , following the Morris
importance measure (Morris, 1991; Saltelli et al., 2008), the DGSM proposed by Sobol’ and Kucherenko (2009)
writes:

𝜇𝑖 = ∫𝑁

(

𝜕𝐽
𝜕𝜃𝑖

)2
d𝑥 (7)

This gradient-based measure can be related to total order Sobol’ indexes as shown in Sobol’ and Kucherenko (2009)
through the inequality 𝑆𝑇 𝑖 𝑉 (𝐽 (𝜃)) ≤ 𝜇𝑖. Then it can be extended to normal and uniform measures (Lamboni et al.
(2013)), such that if input factors are independent and if factor 𝜃𝑖 follows a normal distribution of variance 𝜎2𝑖 then:

𝑆𝑇 𝑖 ≤
𝜇𝑖𝜎2𝑖

𝑉 (𝐽 (𝜃))
(8)

The components of the gradient∇𝜽𝐽
(

�̃�
)

=
(

𝜕𝐽 (�̃�)
𝜕𝜃1

, ..., 𝜕𝐽 (�̃�)𝜕𝜃𝑁

)

at a given point 𝜃 ∈ 𝑁 can be computed accurately225

by solving the adjoint model of the forward numerical model presented in section above, even in high dimension which226

is hardly possible with finite difference approaches.227

The computation of DGSM is made as in Chelil et al. (2022), where the global adjoint sensitivity analysis is applied228

to a spatially lumped hydrological model, considering a uniform sample of each member of 𝜽 as 𝜃𝑖 = (𝑎𝑖−𝑏𝑖)𝜖𝑖+𝑏𝑖∀𝑖 =229

1..𝑁 with 𝜖 ∈ 𝑢 (0, 1) and [𝑎𝑖, 𝑏𝑖] the expected range for the parameter 𝜃𝑖. Then, for each sample 𝑘 = 1..𝐾 of the230

sampling, the forward 2D SW model is run to compute 𝐽𝑘(𝜃) and the adjoint model is run to compute
(

𝜕𝐽 (𝜃)
𝜕𝜃𝑖

)2

𝑘
and231

finally get the expectation 𝐸
[

(

𝜕𝐽
𝜕𝜃𝑖

)2
]

over the sample.232

Gradient-based local sensitivity maps obtained by solving a numerical adjoint model are presented in Castaings233

et al. (2009) for a 2D hydrological model and in Monnier et al. (2016) for a 2D SW model. In this article, in order to234

study spatial variations in the sensitivity of a spatialized parameter, we present maps of cost function gradients with235

respect to fully distributed homogeneous friction coefficients. We then compute the expectation 𝐸
[

(

𝜕𝐽
𝜕𝜃𝑖

)2
]

over a236

sample of homogeneous friction distribution within the expectable parameter space, i.e. within parameters bounds237

defined a priori. The goal is to inform the spatialization of the friction parameter to reach appropriate controllability,238

by sampling sensitivity over the parameter space that can be expected to be visited during the iterative deterministic239

assimilation process.240

Appropriate controllability is intended as a sufficient spatialization of friction into spatial patches, i.e. giving241

freedom to model parameter, hence to modeled flow variability, such as enabling a better fit to the available observations242

while maintaining parameters identifiability. In this approach, the control spatialization is guided by analysis of243

hydrodynamics and data availability, which is originally complemented in this article by the HR sensitivity maps244
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obtained with DGSM. A parameter control vector is defined so that it can be inferred, which requires that simulated245

quantities at observation locations are sensitive to control parameters.246

3. Study area247

The studied catchment is located in Abidjan, capital of the Ivory Coast, a rapidly growing megapole with a tropical248

climate. It covers part of the Riviera-Palmeraie neighbourhood, which has suffered from recurrent flash flooding during249

both the high and low rain seasons for over a decade. The area is centered around the channel of the Ministre street250

that crosses the neighbourhood. Along the Ministre street, an existing asphalt road was washed away by the successive251

floods. The materiel is packed dirt with regular obstacles such as rock piles, cars (see e.g. Fig.2(b)). Upstream from252

the study area, the catchment presents two distinct urbanized zones, one of which features a dam just upstream from253

the model boundary. Flow from both watersheds enters the study area through the Ministre street channel.254

A particularly intense 4.5-hour-long flooding event that occurred in 19 june 2018 was documented through255

limnigraphic measurements from a gauging station located in the Ministre street channel and the collection of HWM256

throughout the study area (see Fig.3, left). The urban flooding was caused by an upstream flood hydrograph peaking at257

around 57 m3∕s, according to hydrological model estimates. The impact on local hydraulics of this inflow is recorded258

at the limnigraphic station, which carries important information on its temporal variations. Distributed information259

on local dynamics and on the upstream flow is carried by HWM, with depths recorded outside of the channel often260

reaching 1.5 m (see Fig.1).261

HWM were collected the day after the event using a ruler and a GPS. Measurements are consistent overall in terms262

of spatial variations of water surface elevation, oftentimes showing homogeneous variations along a street. Some263

variations are less consistent with overall trends, but may be the result of local obstacles. Measurement uncertainty264

with the ruler is expected to be around 5mm. Compounding errors are linked to i) placement the bottom of the ruler265

on uneven ground, ii) generation of the LiDAR DEM and iii) projection of LiDAR data on the mesh grid, and difficult266

to estimate. The data and modeling uncertainties will be classically compensated through friction calibration, with267

various degrees of spatialization hence freedom.268

In this work, taking into account spatio-temporal observations of flow depth, the goal is to estimate (1) an unknown269

inflow hydrograph and (2) friction patterns of adequate spatialization in a 2D SW model. This hypothesis of 2D270

hydraulic modeling with a single friction source term to represent dissipation of mechanical flow energy is widely271

used and enables effective flow modeling of urban floods over complex geometries with local geometrical singularities272

(e.g. Arrault et al. (2016), Chen et al. (2018)). The use of an optimized friction enables to effectively compensate273

uncertainties of 2D modeling of complex and multiscale 3D flows over local geometries (see e.g. actual street view in274

Fig.2(b)).275
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Figure 1: HWM locations with recorded water depth values in mm and model topography plotted on part of the mesh
only for clarity. LiDAR DEM in background. HWM are overall spatially consistent with each other and LiDAR bathymetry.
Observations of 0m depths are not used in assimilations. Zooms show homogeneous street slopes that are representative
of the studied area. Top zoom focuses on the second double bend where overflow occur. Bottom zoom shows a street
network of interest (studied in Section 4.1.2). The Ministre channel is visible in zooms and has a depth of 2m and a width
of 2m (see Fig.2(a)).

Furthermore, the recent installation of a fixed camera at the gauging station should allow for the generation of276

surface velocity observation fields in the near future, through numerical velocimetry methods (using tools like e.g.277

ANDROMEDE (Cassan et al., 2024) or Fudaa-LSPIV (Jodeau et al., 2019)). The anticipated availability of this kind278

of observations motivates queries into the potential usefulness of surface velocity observations, especially for flooding279

events.280
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(a) View of the channel, at the limnigraph location.
Posterior to HWM dataset.

(b) Still from news footage on the 2018 flood:
the Ministre street after the flood peak.

Approximate location of channel edges in red.

Figure 2: Real views within the hydraulic domain

Figure 3: Model results and mesh with observation locations. Left: Full model mesh including zoom around an intersection
with the Ministre street, where the mesh is refined around the channel. HWM locations for the flooding event are divided
into 5 groups based on their distance from the upstream injection point and their distance from the channel. Modeled
values of water depth, flow velocity and Froude are provided at peak flow for a hydrograph of max flow 57m3∕s and for an
homogeneous friction of 𝑛 = 0.07 s∕m1∕3. Average slope of the channel is 0.98%. Average slope of the straight part of the
Ministre street is 0.84%.

3.1. Mesh building281

The 2D unstructured mesh of the streets is composed of 52k quadrangular elements adapted to the sharp angles282

of the street network with crossroads and 2D flow patterns. Mesh resolution is designed to allow fast computation,283

especially useful in inverse modeling, and allow modeling the rapidly varied phenomena we expect around local284
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geometries. Buildings are assumed impermeable, which is reasonable since most lots around the Ministre street are285

well delineated by high walls and building entryways are often blocked by smaller walls built in response to recurrent286

flooding. Model topography is given by a 2.5m LiDAR DEM. Within the channel, homogeneous slopes were manually287

set based on LiDAR topography analysis: 0.75% on the first 1500 m of channel and 1.05% on the remaining 900 m.288

Most cells have an edge length of around 4m, i.e. from 2 to 4 cells per street width. Given the relative smoothness289

of the topography and the homogeneity of street-scale slope in the model, this appears to be a reasonable trade-off290

between resolution and computation time. The mesh was refined around the Ministre street channel to accurately291

model the location and elevation of its bottom and its 2 meters-high side walls (see mesh zoom in Fig.3, the channel292

has a width of 2m, or 2 fine cells). The time step is adaptive with a Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition value293

of 0.8, which results in time steps generally between 0.2 and 0.02 s.294

3.2. Direct model setup295

Based on field experience and interaction with local inhabitants, the flooding of the street network is largely due296

to the Ministre street channel overflow that is inflowed by a single upstream hydrograph. This hydrograph is the only297

considered inflow boundary condition for the 2D SW model resolution.298

While other inflow locations are known in the downstream part of the model, forward simulations have shown that299

these downstream inflows do not influence the hydrodynamic behaviour observed by HWM groups 1, 2 and 3 (see300

Fig.3, left). They contribute to flood extent in the downstream part of the model only, due to the relatively high slope.301

Since these inflows are not known a priori and their influence is not observed independently through time series (only302

through a subset of HWM observations), they would be very difficult to estimate. This is why we choose not to account303

for them and instead focus on the upstream inflow. This means that the hydraulic control exerted by the downstream304

BC is not expected to match reality closely and it may be difficult to fit the model to observations in HWM group 4.305

Other preliminary simulations showed that the contribution of rain over the urban hydraulic modeling domain to306

the total volume is low. Homogeneous rain was modeled using rain intensity time series from the nearest pluviometer,307

injected over the hydraulic domain as mass source term. A runoff coefficient of 1 is assumed. This setup corresponds308

to what we expect to be the worse case of runoff generation in the area, hence it leads to an estimation of the maximum309

expected contribution of runoff to the flood. At peak flow, the contribution of rain is under 11% of the water volume in310

the model. This is why, in an effort to focus on channel overflow and complex flow distribution in the nearby streets,311

the presented model does not account for rain within the hydraulic domain. It appears feasible to fit most HWM312

observations by calibrating only the upstream inflow and distributed friction parameters.313
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4. Results and discussion314

The aim of this section is to reconstruct an unknown upstream inflow hydrograph, while calibrating spatially315

distributed friction of a 2D SW model by VDA of multi-source flow observations. The common focus of the following316

numerical experiments is the analysis of the impact of the degrees of freedom given to a distributed friction parameter317

on the assimilation results in a context of spatial equifinality. The method is applied to a single flood event with limited318

but informative amount of data, hence validation on other events cannot be performed.319

The presented cases are of varied complexity in terms of the informative content of the observations used. A320

summary of considered parameter controls and observations is presented in Table 1.321

A homogeneous friction value of 𝑛 = 0.07 s∕m1∕3 was chosen as an initial estimate. It is a relatively high friction322

in comparison to classical values used in hydraulics such as those in reference tables (e.g. Chow (1959)), especially for323

the channel, which has smooth concrete bottom and sides, but it leads to fair fits overall (Fig.7, red). This homogeneous324

friction distribution is used as a target value around which local gradients are sampled for sensitivity maps, in Section325

4.1, and as a prior value in assimilation experiments, in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.326

In Section 4.1, distributed friction is given a high degree of freedom, in the context of sparse (Section 4.1.1)327

and dense (Section 4.1.2) observations. Spatial equifinality is discussed using gradient-based sensitivity metrics,328

highlighting the complexity of the flow in the street network as seen through the assimilation process.329

In Section 4.2, distributed friction is given a lesser degree of freedom with the intent to infer inflow hydrograph330

and friction simultaneously. Real observations, spatially sparse with regard to the hydrodynamic phenomena at play,331

but including a water level time series relevant to infer the time varied inflow, are assimilated.332

In Section 4.3, distributed friction is given a high degree of freedom in a twin experiment setup, in the context of333

sparse, local observations of localized phenomena. High friction areas are used to generate synthetic observations of334

complex behaviours, then friction is inferred from these observations starting from a homogeneous prior.335

For all experiments, the regularization weight is set to 𝛼 = 0. The only applied regularizing effect is achieved336

through parameter spatialization in the direct model.337

4.1. Gradient-based sensitivity maps: expectable optimization trends and hydraulic controls338

spatialization339

The local gradient of a cost function with regard to a set of chosen model parameters, ∇𝜽𝐽 (�̃�), can provide an340

interesting insight into model sensitivity, locally at a given point �̃� in the parameter space 𝑁 . Furthermore, our341

differentiable hydraulic model enables computation of accurate HR gradient maps for high-dimensional parameter342

vectors by adjoint model resolution. As proposed in Section 2.4, the information conveyed by several local gradient343

maps can be combined to compute, for a given sample of the parameter space, global sensitivity in the form of spatial344
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Section Content Parameter vector content (total
elements) Considered observations

4.1.1 Local gradient maps Fully distributed friction (52118) Synthetic, sparse HWM at peak flow

4.1.2 Global gradient map Fully distributed friction in area of
focus (1208)

Synthetic water depth time series at all
cells of area of focus

4.2 Full model calibra-
tions

Distributed friction (2, 15 or 45)
and upstream hydrograph (20)

Real HWM and water depth time series
at limnigraph

4.3 Localized high-
friction calibration Fully distributed friction (52118) Synthetic water depth and flow veloc-

ity time series at chosen locations

Table 1
Summary of experiment setups performed in Section 4

maps. This subsection presents (i) local gradient maps of distributed friction and (ii) a spatial map of global sensitivity345

as defined in Eq.(8).346

4.1.1. Local friction sensitivity maps347

The local gradient maps are generated for a twin experiment. Observations of water depth are generated at the348

locations of the actual HWM measurements using a reference model. This reference model features a homogeneous349

friction of 𝑛∗ = 0.07 s∕m1∕3 at all cells and a 3h symmetrical triangular upstream hydrograph of peak flow 30 m3∕s350

as upstream BC. The distributed gradients of the cost with respect to friction are computed for each cell, for two prior351

values of spatially homogeneous friction (𝑛 = 0.065 and 𝑛 = 0.075 s∕m1∕3), as presented in Fig.4.352

A positive (red in Fig.4) gradient value at a given cell indicates that the first iteration of our VDA method would353

likely lead to a decrease in friction at that cell. A negative (blue in Fig.4) gradient would lead to an increase in friction.354

An underestimation of the friction’s first guess (𝑛 = 0.065, -7% from the reference 𝑛∗) leads to higher sensitivity355

upstream (Fig.4a). Positive gradients are computed in Area 1, outside of the channel, while gradients are negative in356

the channel, between two bends. An increase in friction in the channel in this area would exert a stronger hydraulic357

control at or before the first bend, hence increasing the underestimated depths upstream. Downstream, other positive358

gradients (Area 2) indicate that depth at observation points in the lateral streets is dependent on local friction, both in359

and out of the channel. More spatially varied gradients are visible around the observations closest to the channel and360

around the limnigraph (Area 3).361

An overestimation of the friction’s first guess (𝑛 = 0.075, +7% from the reference 𝑛∗) causes more outflows362

toward the street adjacent to the channel, leading to a larger area of interest (Fig.4b). Positive gradient values on363

most of the channel cells, especially downstream, indicate that the assimilation process should overall appropriately364

lead to a reduction of friction. Several clusters of contrasted gradient values appear along the channel (e.g. Areas365

1 and 2) and at street intersections (e.g. Area 3). This means that a local control impacting the flux distribution at366

these important intersections can help reduce misfit to HWM observations, even when straying further from the lower367
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(a) Homogeneous prior: 𝑛 = 0.065s∕m1∕3 (b) Homogeneous prior: 𝑛 = 0.075s∕m1∕3

Figure 4: Maps of observation cost function sensitivity to friction parameter 𝜕𝐽 (𝑛)
𝜕𝑛

, locally in parameter space for 𝑛 = 0.065
or 0.075 s∕m1∕3. A positive (resp. negative) value means the assimilation process should decrease (resp. increase) the
parameter to reduce cost. The reference friction 𝑛∗ = 0.07 s∕m1∕3 is used to generate observations at HWM locations and
cost function is computed with the water depth time series as 𝐽 (𝑛) = ‖

‖

ℎ (𝑛, 𝑡) − ℎobs (𝑛∗, 𝑡)‖‖
2
2. Gradients are computed at all

cells of Ω. Null values of gradient are not plotted. Left: gradient maps for 𝑛 = 0.065. An underestimation of friction leads to
a decreased flooded area, mostly limited to around the limnigraph. Right: gradient maps for 𝑛 = 0.075. An overestimation
of friction leads to an increased flooded area in the street network. The top-left miniatures present computed non-zero
gradient values over the whole hydraulic domain.

reference homogeneous friction. Indeed, a reduction of the cost may be achieved "for wrong reasons" by rerouting368

water to areas where it has less impact on the cost functions, i.e. "hiding" water from the assimilation process in369

un-/less-observed or insensitive areas.370

These gradient maps are those used in the iterative data assimilation process. The sign of the gradients indicates by371

definition the rate of variation of the functional 𝐽 with respect to parameters, i.e. the descent trend in parameter space,372

so positive gradient means that reduction of the cost would be obtained by an decrease of this parameter locally in the373

hydraulic domain, and conversely. They show that parametric sensitivity in our street network is complex even with374

spatio-temporally dense observations from a homogeneous reference model and starting from homogeneous priors. The375

trajectories that they indicate provide some insight into the expectable optimization trends and inferred spatial patterns376

of parameters given high degrees of freedom. Still, they may not tell the whole story. Indeed, emerging hydraulic377

behaviors in subsequent parameter optimization iterations, such as a different channel overflow location or a different378
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flow repartition within the street network, may lead to different spatial distribution and relative weights of the gradient.379

Hence the need to propose global sensitivity evaluations that sample a number of expectable hydraulic behaviours and380

inform on its spatial distribution across all iterations, in order to adapt parameter spatialization.381

4.1.2. Global friction sensitivity maps382

A new setup is defined to study the global sensitivity of cost to distributed friction in a limited area of the hydraulic383

domain: a subdivision of the flooded street network. The spatial domain is restricted to limit computation costs. Flows384

reach the considered area from multiple directions, having seen potentially complex mixing upstream, hence inflows385

to the considered area are highly dependent on friction as well as peak upstream inflow.386

Observations of water depth are generated for each cell of the considered hydraulic subdomain of 1402 cells (see387

Fig.5) throughout the simulated period, The reference model has a homogeneous friction of 0.07 s∕m1∕3 and is inflowed388

a 1.5h symmetrical triangular hydrograph of peak flow 54 m3∕s. Peak inflow is higher than in Section 4.1.1 to ensure389

the area of interest is flooded for all below friction values.390

A series of local gradient maps are generated for two separate triangular hydrographs and for 7 homogeneous391

friction values. The peak flow values of these hydrographs are 𝑄1 = 50 and 𝑄2 = 60 m3∕s. The friction is given392

by a uniform sampling of the range of expectable values: 𝑛𝑖 = (𝑎 − 𝑏)𝜖 + 𝑎 ∀𝑖 = 1..7, with 𝑎 = 0.04, 𝑏 = 0.1 and393

𝜖 = 0.01. 𝑄2 generally leads to earlier channel outflows than 𝑄1 and friction values also influence propagation times394

in the streets and channel. This complexity is observed downstream, in a street network that receives inflow from both395

local overflows and upstream urban areas.396

Global gradient maps are generated for each inflow hydrograph (see Fig.5). Local gradients are available in Fig.397

10 in the Appendix. They aim to identify sensitive areas across the range of friction that the assimilation may cover398

during its iterative process.399

The global maps further underline the role of localized friction in the control of flow at intersections in the street400

network. Sensitivities are higher with an upstream peak inflow of 60 m3∕s (Fig.5, right) which simply reflects that401

this setup is further away from the target model than the 50 m3∕s peak flow on, hence higher cost and gradient values.402

Relative sensitivity values at hotspots vary but their location remains the close to the same. This can be explain by403

the spatial variation of the observed misfit. With a 60m3∕s peak flow, higher sensitivity is computed to the east, i.e.404

close to the overflowing drain and before this excess flow can be distributed in the street network, hence a higher405

modeled water depth misfit. With a lower peak flow of 50m3∕s, the misfit near the channel is lesser, hence a different406

relative distribution of sensitivity and a relatively higher sensitivity far from the channel. Overall, both maps lead to407

the identification of similar sensitivity patterns, regardless of the considered inflow. This seems to indicate that the408
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Figure 5: Global sensitivity maps of 𝐸
[

(

𝜕𝐽 (𝜃)
𝜕𝜃𝑖

)2
]

for 7 samples of expectable homogeneous friction

(0.04,0.05,0.06, 0.07,0.08,0.09,0.1 m∕s1∕3) for two synthetic hydrographs with respective peak flows of 50 m3∕s (left) and
60 m3∕s (right). Local gradient maps of the parameter space samples are plotted in Appendix A.

simultaneous inference of a time-dependent inflow hydrograph and of distributed friction should not lead to a large409

difference in inferred friction patterns.410

More generally, across the sampled parameter space, there is a risk for spatial equifinality in the context of sparse411

observations of complex phenomena. The above sensitivity maps provide insight on the spatial location of areas412

sensitive to the sought parameters, hence on where the assimilation method could lead to parameter corrections, which413

pertains to model controllability.414

A fully distributed friction parameter would enable a higher controllability of model response, by enabling local415

corrections and the creation of variabilities in the simulated flow. Assuming that the reality is indeed varied, it may416

allow to better fit observations. Nevertheless, it is obvious that spatially dense observations are needed to constrain a417

spatialized parameter while avoiding spatial equifinality. Inversely, a uniform friction is easily identifiable from few418

observations, but it does not give enough controllability to fit spatialized observations like those available in our study419

area. The sensitivity maps help reach a sensible middle ground for the friction spatialization, with appropriate degrees420

of freedom, where spatial parameters patches are defined in coherence with available observations, sensitive areas and421

a priori knowledge of realistic parameter distribution.422
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4.2. Model calibration from available data423

Building on sensitivity analysis, we devise a strategy where appropriate controls are defined in the form of friction424

patches that enable model flexibility while avoiding spatial over-parameterization for the simultaneous inference of425

friction and upstream inflow.426

4.2.1. Upstream inflow inference427

The observation most informative about the upstream discharge is the water depth time series obtained at the428

limnigraph. It is located upstream (Fig.3) of most expected channel overflows.429

In a first assimilation setup, we attempt to estimate the upstream inflow 𝑄𝑖𝑛 (𝑡) from available observations at the430

limnigraph only. While peak flow estimates from hydrological modeling were available, the shape of the hydrograph431

was not known. This is why we chose to infer this uncertain parameter as enabled by our assimilation framework,432

showcasing the value of water level time series inside the hydraulic domain even without using a priori peak flow433

knowledge from the hydrological model.434

We set an homogeneous value of friction 𝑛 = 0.07 s∕m1∕3 and we choose a constant discharge of 5 m3∕s as a prior435

value for 𝑄𝑖𝑛 (𝑡). This arbitrary constant low flow value does not create channel overflow and carries no information436

on discharge amplitude or temporality, hence any such inferred variability will be extracted only from the limnigraphic437

observation.438

From this limited information and no a priori knowledge on hydrograph shape, a complex hydrograph shape is439

inferred. Its peak flow is 44m3∕s, quite close to the estimated 57m3∕s when considering the prior value of 5m3∕s.440

The hydrograph and its corresponding water surface elevation at the observation site are represented in Fig.6. In441

what follows, the simultaneous inference of upstream hydrograph and friction fields is possible thanks to considering442

spatially distributed HWMs in addition to the water level time series at one location. The current inferred hydrograph443

serves as a prior for subsequent inference setups, where inferred peak inflows reach 58m3∕swith increased performance444

at the limnigraph (see Fig.7, top right).445

4.2.2. Simultaneous inference of distributed friction and upstream inflow446

Leveraging both limnigraph and HWM data could allow the calibration of both inflows and distributed parameters.447

However, as underlined in the previous sections, the distribution of spatial parameters should be coherent with both448

observations and modeled hydraulic behaviours. In the following, we attempt to simultaneously infer the upstream449

hydrograph, with a prior value set from a previous inference, and spatialized friction, with a prior homogeneous friction450

of 𝑛 = 0.07 s∕m1∕3, in setups of increasing complexity regarding the number of spatial patches. Performance of the451

prior and calibrated models is presented at HWM and at the limnigraph in Fig.7.452
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Figure 6: Inference of inflow time series from limnigraph observations starting from an flat prior (5m3∕s).

For HWM observations, the time of maximum depth 𝑡𝑝 is estimated for each HWM from a direct simulation using453

the prior values for inflows and friction. It is not updated during the assimilation process. Indeed, the emphasis is454

put on the VDA capacity to infer spatio-temporal parameters of a 2D SW model (friction and inflow discharge) from455

heterogeneous distributed observations (HWMs and water level time series), with simplified hypothesis regarding456

data uncertainties. Uncertainty on maximum water depth time is around 20min based on numerical experiments. It is457

controlled at first order by the inflow hydrograph and also by channel overflow location and timing, hence by friction458

effects.459

• FrictionSet1 is the simplest setup, based on simple a priori knowledge only. We define two patches: the first460

containing all cells within the channel, and the second containing all other cells, i.e. street cells. This461

• FrictionSet2 leaves some degrees of freedom to the model in the street network, but the patches are much larger462

than identified sensitivity hot-spots. We define 15 patches (see inference results in Fig.8, left). One patch contains463

cells within the channel, and the other patches contain subdivisions of the street cells where flooding is observed.464

This experiment A key assumption of this set is that the inference of friction requires more controllability outside465

of the channel than within.466

• FrictionSet3 gives the model more flexibility within the channel, which could help change where overflows467

toward the street network occur. We define 45 patches (see inference results in Fig.8, right). In the street network,468

patches span either one large street or a group of smaller streets within the flooded area. Around the channel, in469

the Ministre street, one patch is defined between each intersection with another street.470
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Figure 7: Model performance at HWM and at the limnigraph for FrictionSet 1, 2 and 3, after simultaneous calibration
of upstream discharge and distributed friction coefficients, and for their common prior. Left: absolute misfit to observed
water depth at HWM locations. Each individual misfit is plotted as a black cross, outliers are denoted by a black cross
with a circle. HWM groups are defined in Fig.3. Top right: Simulated water surface elevation at the limnigraph. Bottom
right: mass flux injected at the upstream boundary.

The simple FrictionSet1 affords very little controllability to the inverse problem. Calibration of the two patches471

leads to friction values of 0.059 s∕m1∕3 in the channel and 0.045 s∕m1∕3 in the streets. High friction in the channel472

helps cause overflows, but water depth in the street network are still underestimated. At around 3.5 hours, a sharp473

change in modeled water depth at the limnigraph (Fig.7, top right, in blue) reflects how a slight change in upstream474

inflow (which is around 5m3∕s at 3.5h) can impact resulting water depth, thus the quadratic cost function. It features475

a reasonable improvement of the overall fit to observations in all 4 HWM observation groups.476

In FrictionSet2 however, the result of the calibration process is an overall degradation of the fit to HWM477

observations, while a improved] fit is obtained at the limnigraph (Fig.7, in green). Although FrictionSet2 leads to478

a lower cost function than the prior, misfit is reduced at the limnigraph but increased at HWMs. Remember that479

the absolute misfit plotted in Fig.7 is not the cost seen by the assimilation process. This result can be explained by480

a spatialization of friction ill-adapted to the phenomena that lead to street flooding. The model is given flexibility481

upstream, around the limnigraph, but not along the Ministre street, where local overflows are expected. This leads482

to a reduction of uncertainty only in the upstream part of the model, where the parameter spatialization allows such483

improvement, at the expense of the accurate modeling of downstream overflows. Overflows occur at both upstream484

double bends due to geometry. High friction at the second double bend, outside of the channel, exerts upstream control485
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Figure 8: Calibrated Manning friction values for the FrictionSet2 and FrictionSet3 setups. Friction patches are represented
as black polygons. The colormap is not linear, friction values are grouped based on a "natural breaks" classification. This
enables showing the fine spatial contrasts, or lack thereof, of inferred frictions.

and helps fit HWM group 1 that are within range of the local hydraulic control. This setup, juxtaposed with the simpler486

FrictionSet1, serves to highlight the need for well-defined degrees of freedom.487

FrictionSet3 provides more controllability and leads to greatly improved performance at HWM sites and at the488

limnigraph (Fig.7, in orange). On one hand, in most of the street network, friction values within a reasonable physical489

range of 0.06 to 0.09 are inferred. On the other hand, high friction values along the Ministre street allow the model490

to change the location and intensity of channel overflows. Median water depth misfits in HWM groups 2, 3 and 4 are491

close to 0, while misfits over HWM group 1 are close to that of FrictionSet1. Adequate degrees of freedom have led492

the assimilation process to an optimal solution that is a fair improvement over the prior value and features reasonable493

parameter ranges.494

In FrictionSet 2 and 3, quite high (resp. low) friction values – 𝑛 > 0.1 (resp. 𝑛 < 0.01) – are inferred in patches along495

the Ministre street. They create local overflows toward the street network or instead facilitate the flow along the Ministre496

street. This enables controlling flow repartition and fitting flow observations by introducing an effective compensation497
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of modeling uncertainties of urban flood flows over local complex geometries. Excessive upstream overflows may be498

compensated by low friction values further downstream.499

In the end, FrictionSet3 has a good performance for a urban flow modeling with highly energetic flows and complex500

flow repartition: the median misfit is close to 0m, 50% of stations have misfit between 0.19 and -0.29m and only 13 out501

of 97 stations have a misfit greater than 0.5m. This is in line with other studies using HWM for validation. In Hocini502

et al. (2021), misfit to HWM reaches 2m in a model of a river network, with 70% of misfit within the -0.9 to 0.7m503

range. Neal et al. (2009) models a relatively slow river flood in an urban environment and features misfit to observed504

water levels as high as 1.5m in an urban model, with most misfit within the -0.5 to 0.5m range. Finally, in Nguyen505

et al. (2022), no statistical analysis is presented but the validation of the calibrated Garonne model against HWM yields506

several misfits of more than 1m in absolute value.507

Through 3 setups of increasing complexity, we showcased the capability of our VDA toolchain to infer high-508

dimensional multi-variate control vectors from multi-source heterogeneous observations of hydraulic variables. The509

studied urban flood has a relative lack of data compared to literature cases with very dense sensors networks and rainfall510

radar for instance, but the available LiDAR topography plus a water depth time series and HWMs already provide very511

interesting information as shown by our results. We underlined the usefulness of the method for cases with limited flow512

observations and the necessity for adequate friction parameter spatialization, which is based on hydraulic knowledge513

and sensitivity analysis.514

4.3. Assimilation of local controls from multi-source heterogeneous observations515

Regarding local singularities, this section takes a closer look at the capability of the assimilation process to infer516

distributed parameters with localized influences on flow. It focuses on the inference of two strong local hydraulic517

controls and the challenge of correctly attributing their spatial signatures from multi-source observations in a global518

optimization setup in space and time (see cost function in Eq.(2)). The below inverse problem is purposefully over-519

parameterized in order to both underline the capability of the assimilation process to handle high-dimensional controls520

and showcase spatial equifinality at a finer scale.521

A new synthetic reality was generated to include two small areas of high-friction (𝑛 = 0.2 s∕m1∕3) that exert522

upstream hydraulic controls. The first area is located within the channel (Fig.9, middle, blue area) and increases523

outflows from the channel towards the street network. The second is located at a street intersection where it influences524

flow repartition (Fig.9, right, blue area). Aside from these 5 cells, the friction is set to 0.07 s∕m1∕3 across the model.525

The inflow is a symmetrical triangular hydrograph of peak flow 50 m3∕s.526
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The in-channel site is observed through a synthetic limnigraph upstream from the high-friction area. The crossroad527

site is observed through modeled velocities at 3 contiguous cells, where an outflow from the crossroad is expected (see528

Fig.9b). Both observed quantities are sensitive to the influence of the local high-friction patch.529

The cost function is 𝑗(𝜃) = 1
3
‖

‖

𝐯 (𝜽, 𝑡) − 𝐯obs (𝑡)‖‖
2 + ‖

‖

ℎ (𝜽, 𝑡) − ℎobs (𝑡)‖‖
2 and the control vector is the fully530

distributed friction parameters 𝜃 = (𝑛1, .., 𝑛𝑁 ), where N is the total number of cells. Component weights were set531

to obtain equal contributions of water depth observations and velocity observations at the first iteration. The prior532

value is an homogeneous friction of 0.07 s∕m1∕3.533

Figure 9: Inferred friction coefficients, starting from a homogeneous prior of 𝑛 = 0.07 s∕m1∕3, from multi-source observations
of a synthetic event. At the channel zoom, an observation of the water depth at a single point is used. At the crossroad
zoom, observations of flow velocity at 3 cells are used. High-friction areas near the observations are present in the synthetic
reality. Overflows occurring around the channel zoom can reach the crossroad zoom from the north-east. Other overflows
from the channel reach the crossroad zoom from the east.

At each site, the inferred spatially distributed friction enables to match the synthetic observations of both types of534

state variables closely, which is expected in a high controllability twin experiment. However, the area where friction535

was modified is more spread out in space than the limited high-friction area of the target model.536

Around the in-channel high-friction zone (Fig.9, middle), inferred friction is appropriately highest in the channel,537

with a max value close to 0.2 s∕m1∕3. However, the longitudinal length of the zone in the channel is overestimated,538

from 2 in-channel cells in the target setup to around 20 in-channel cells in the inference result. Friction around the539

channel was incorrectly inferred to be lower than that of the target, further helping the channel overflow in a manner540

similar to that of the target model from the point of view of the single upstream observation point. Overall, the misfit541

to water depth observations was attributed, through the assimilation process, to a diffuse high-friction area rather than542

the very localized zone of the target model.543

At the crossroad (Fig.9, right), high friction was attributed to the south-western street, around the location of the544

target friction patch. A channel of low friction seems to help guide runoff from the northern street to the western street,545
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reducing the need for high friction at the location of the target high-friction patch. Similarly to the other location, the546

inferred distributed friction is reflective of the high degree of freedom given to the assimilation process through the547

use of a HR parameter control vector.548

Given the high degree of freedom given to the model, spatial equifinality was expected. Even when we provided549

no a priori information on high-friction areas locations, we inferred reasonable friction distributions from limited550

observations. Under the present modeling hypothesis and VDA algorithm setup, the inferred discharge hydrograph551

and friction patterns are optimal solutions in the sense of the inverse problem solved with available spatio-temporal552

flow observations.553

This inference showcases the capacity of the VDA approach to solve high-dimensional inverse problems by554

assimilating multi-source data of different types for an urban flood event. It shows that typical observations, i.e. depth555

from a limnigraph installed in the channel and velocities that can be derived from optic imagery, of the hydraulic556

controls exerted by localized friction can carry information relative to the location and amplitude of distributed557

parameters. As for previous inference setups, it is necessary to reach the appropriate controllability to improve inference558

results.559

In an urban context, the calibration of high-friction areas, or other distributed parameters, could be improved560

by i) the a priori localization of the complex geometries (e.g. through field surveys or satellite imagery analysis),561

which would allow HR spatialization of parameters and thus appropriate fine scale model controllability and ii) the562

deliberate collection of flow velocity observation over areas of interest, rather than its area of indirect influence, which563

would improve identifiability. Such data collection could be carried out with sensors as common and as portable as a564

smartphone.565

5. Conclusion566

This article presented a method for the calibration of multi-variate and large control vectors of a 2D hydraulic567

model from multi-source heterogeneous observations in the context of urban flash floods in complex street networks.568

A direct-inverse 2D hydraulic modeling toolchain that allows access to gradient-based methods (DassFlow2D Monnier569

et al. (2016)), was applied in this work. This DA platform was used to study the sensitivity of model states to distributed570

friction through the generation of gradient-based sensitivity measurement maps and to infer distributed friction and571

inflow hydrographs from synthetic or real observations, including HWM.572

From the obtained results, the following conclusions can be made:573

• A gradient-based method for the generation of local and global sensitivity maps was implemented for a 2D SW574

hydraulic model and applied to an urban flash flood. These sensitivity maps brought insights into the spatial575

sensitivity of multi-source cost functions to a distributed friction parameter. They show fine scale sensitivity576
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pattern variations in the street network linked to complex urban flows. They were used, along with hydraulic577

expertise and flow observations availability, to reach appropriate model controllability through parameter578

spatialization.579

• Spatialized friction parameters and upstream hydrograph time series were inferred simultaneously from real,580

sparse and heterogeneously distributed observations of flow. When adequate degrees of freedom were granted581

to the forward hydraulic model through the spatial pattern of distributed friction, misfits to the observed reality582

were reduced through the assimilation process and the inferred parameters remained within reasonable ranges583

given the complexity of the modeled hydraulic behaviours, without further constraints of the inverse problem.584

Overall, the reduction of misfit to flow observations obtained by optimizing friction and/or hydrograph shows585

the pertinence of the control setups and inverse algorithm.586

• Notably, the upstream inflow hydrograph was inferred assuming no prior knowledge of its amplitude or587

temporality, through the leveraging of a single water depth time series. The inferred peak discharge was consistent588

with hydrological model estimates.589

• Investigations into the capability of the assimilation method to locate and estimate localized high-friction590

areas from multi-source observations including synthetic velocity fields were carried out. They highlighted the591

potential use of such local observation fields for the calibration of distributed parameters in complex urban592

networks. It was shown that local hydraulic signature caused by local loss of mechanical flow energy can carry593

information on location and parameter value and be used to infer head loss law parameters.594

• Finally, the assimilation of HWM along with multi-source limnigraphic observations was successfully carried595

out for the first time in a variational framework in this paper and enabled the inference of meaningful parameter596

patterns and values. Assimilation methods could be refined to account for observation and model uncertainty597

for HWM, including estimations of local maximum depth times, but also for other types of observed quantities598

acquired through different means.599

The experiments presented herein address the issue of degrees of freedom and the framework offers useful600

diagnostic power for spatial sensitivities structures and optimal combination of 2D hydraulic model and heterogeneous601

data over complex cases. The presented VDA method was shown to be capable of ingesting multi-source heterogeneous602

flow measurement in a complex urban flood case, and would enable to consider even more heterogeneous and rich603

datasets. Having shown the value of HWMs along with water level time series for 2D shallow water urban flood model604
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calibration, the VDA method is transposable to other urban flood cases. This VDA method enables to infer high-605

dimensional parameter vectors, which are multi-variate, such as uncertain spatialized friction and inflows as shown606

here and would also enable to simultaneously infer uncertain bathymetry.607

Further work should focus on the systematic identification of pertinent parameter distributions based on gradient-608

based sensitivity metrics. The development of methods for the large-scale definition of parameter control vectors609

would allow the resolution of inverse problems over greater hydraulic domains. In urban geometries, where HR610

hydrodynamics and flow repartition may be explained by fine spatial variations in model parameters, the adequate611

definition of high-dimensional large scale parameter controls could pave the way towards hydraulic model calibration612

over full catchments. The capacity of the VDA method to infer high-dimensional parameter control vectors also opens613

the way to inferring parameters of more complex flow models accounting for example for other friction/drag laws,614

porosity, rainfall and infiltration. This would nevertheless require richer dataset but also to implement these new features615

into the forward model in a differentiable manner as required by automatic adjoint model derivation. The demonstrated616

capability of the VDA method to infer simultaneously spatial and temporal parameters depends on data availability and617

could also be applied to a more complex shallow model with other source terms, such as accounting for local rainfall618

on buildings and partially impervious surfaces, infiltration and mass exchanges with sewers and buildings. Accounting619

for uncertainties on data and priors within the assimilation framework represents an important and interesting topic for620

further research on other cases and also richer datasets.621

A. Appendix: Local gradient maps622

A synthetic reality is created. It has a homogeneous friction of 𝑛 = 0.07 s∕m1∕3 and is inflowed by a 1.5h623

symmetrical triangular hydrograph of peak flow 54 m3∕s. Water depth observation time series are generated at all624

cells plotted in Fig.10.625

The expectable parameter space is sampled for 𝑁 homogeneous friction values over the whole model. For each626

sample, a gradient-based sensitivity map is computed (Fig.10). The combination of these maps using the method627

described in Section 2.4 gives a global sensitivity index over the range of values the VDA process is expected to628

iterate.629
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Figure 10: Local sensitivity maps used to build the global sensitivity maps in Fig.5. 𝑛 (columns) is the homogeneous friction
coefficient, 𝑄 (rows) is the peak flow of the 2-hour-long symmetrical triangular inflow hydrograph.
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